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This paper introduces new semigroups of binary relations that arose naturally from inves- 
tigating the transfer of information between automata and semigroups associated with au- 
tomata. In particular we introduce a new multiplication on binary relations by means of an 
arbitrary but fixed “sandwich” relation. R.J. Plemmons and M. West have characterized 
Green’s relations in the usual semigroup of binary relations, and we use these to investigate 
Green’s relations in our semigroups. We give algorithms for constructing idempotents and 
regular elements in these new semigroups. 
In this paper we initiate a study of some new semigroups of binary relations and 
establish some of their basic properties, 
Let R be an arbitrary but fixed blinary relation on a finite set X and 1st Bx 
denote the set of binary relations cm X, For A and B in Bx the product of A and 
B, denoted A +B, is defined as foilows: (a, 6: is in A * 13 if and only if there are x 
and y in X such that (a, x) is in A, (x, y) is in W and (y, 6) ia in ES, ThiN product ia 
aseecitrtive eince it ia just the uau& cempo8ition A 8R@f) (denoted heneefarth 88 
AWB), We denote thie semigroup byI&,#?) and eaii t Q sandwich eemigroup of 
binary reiatieno with sandwich r&Men W, 
give an algorithm far finding an invmm if A 
w0 give a characterization af R lidempatsn ts 
is Baaed Qtl results 
We my a r&Non A ier Fbtranaltlue if an only if A @ A lti co in A snd we 
day A 1~ an R-aqulrpakner, relation if and only if It {U rtsfl mmetrie and 
W-transitive, If R ler an e relstlon, then it 1[0 ctn R-aquhmlence relation 
rrinca W2c W implielp FP W and A DID an R-equiv&nee rehtion, then 
AWA 6 A, and &xe f i8 in A and W, we have A c ARA, Thue, A 
i8 an W-klsm~o~n~, Further, the W-j&, A v&3, of two R-equivalence r lation@ i$ 
the Hmallest &equivalence relation containin A and I), 
Prsof. We ahow A *B ig eentaineti in A vR B md A *El is rrn R-equivhmce. 
Then bee A and B ae in AU3 we have A*B=AvwB. 
Let (a, B) be in A *&I, Then (a, B) = (cr, x)(x, y)(y, b) for borne (u, x) in A, (x, y) 
in R and ( ys k) ;!I B, Now (a, x) and (y, Q) are Jn A v R 43, but A vR B ie 
R-tranrritive, Henes, (61, Q) = (tl, 8)(x, y)(y, @ ie; in A vR &I rend A *I3 6 A vR b), 
A * B ia reflexive &xx I g: A 6= AM3 and W-tranN/tive gince 
We thaw A *El Is wymmctric, Let (a, b) be in ARB, Then (a, b) = (a, x)(x, y)iy, b) 
aH above, Thus (b, a) = (b, y)(yl x)(x, n) which is in BRA s ARB, 
up S, 19 a and 
~36 (a R b) means u and b &enartrte he ti principal left ( 
That iu S’a * S’b (US’ = MY) where S* 1~ S if S harr an identity almmt rend 
otherwise 1s S with an identity element Mjoined. We write ~$9 If S’uS rm Sk!& 
thalt fq Q rend 6 generets ideal, We alao have the relatlsnfi 8
trnd 93 where % =9n = @OS!. We now look at Clrmn’s 
rclirtions for &(R) where given relatfaus A and I3 we write ASeRB to denote 
the 9 relation in & (It) and A (9&B to dasrste the 3 relation in Bx. Slnee Oreen’@ 
relations for Bx have been eharucterfzed by Remmono and Waat [7], we 
have the following lemma, 
Ltamma 1.2. (i’/ AZ9J3 implies AZ&V3 
(ii) A&B implies A 
(iii) A%“fd implies A%B, 
(iv) A,$@3 implka AJB, 
(v) .4%&3 irutplics A3M-3, 
As UBUC& &#?) tt~ srrrid ta be regular if far erreh A in l&(W) there 1~ I B in 
&JR) sluch that A *I3 *A = A or AlUMA = A, Thus we note that reguMty In 
13&4) impliss regularity in&. The converse is not trltle IS a Inter swampIe will 
illustrate. 
The foilawing lemma glvos some relatianshlps betweet; R~regula~ity and Ze 
ularity where 1 is represented by the identity matrix, The proof let otrai@htfars 
ward and irj omitted, 
We trim recall that if a ia a regular glemgnt of Q aemigroup $ Nueh that a.xa ~2 a, 
then ax and XII are idempeknb, In view of thig, the relatian~hip batween 
uldiy and IdampetantB givan in the following lemmas re not aqxidng, We 
~FMZ the term6 R=idemgotant d f-idemgstent inthe BatpIe manner EM R-regubr 
and I=fegular. 
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(ii) If A Is an R - ldempotent, then A is I- regular. 
(iii) {A: A IS l-regular, A = ABA) (A: A 1~ a B4dempoteot}l 
(iv) If A is W-regulur and AR is an I-ldempotent, then A 1~ QM R-fdempstecnt. 
(v) If A Is an R-ldemgatent and AR is( J-regulur, then A b R-regular, 
(vi) Let A be m R-idnmpstmt. Then AR is i=wgdar If and only if A Is 
R-regular, 
(vii) A IS R-regular if and only If there &a B and C In l!&(R) such that 
ARBR Is an I-idempotent and ARBRC 
Lef A be in Bx( R) and assume there is a I3 in &(R) such that A *I3 = A and 
for this B, a C such that C*A-B, ThGn A=AN~=A*CI((A and A iat 
R-regular. Csnversely, if A is R-regular, B and C will exist, That is, if 
A = A @ D * A, then let C = D and B = D# A, The following two propositions 
show when for an arbitrary A we have B and C as above. Furthermore, the 
propositions are constructive and so we have an algorithm to determine whether 
or not a given A in B,(R) is R-regular and if A is R-regular we can find an 
inverse. 
If A is in B,(R) and x is in the domain of AR, then we let Ix denote the 
following set: lx = { y : ( y, x) is in AR). Thus, scan the xth column of AR and y is 
in I, if there iw a nonzero entry in the (y, x) position, If x, is in xAR, then the 
(x, x,) entry of AR is nonzero and so x is in Zx,. 
Proposition 2.3. Let A be in B,(R) such thrrt if x is in the domuin of A, then 8 is 
in the domain of AR, Let WxAR = U , (n y YA) far all xi in xAR and y in Ix,. Then 
W XAH = xA if and only if there is a B in Bx( R) satisfying A * B = A, 
Proof. Assume WxAH = xA. We will define f3 such that A * B = A. If xA = 8, then 
8, then define XB - n ,+ yA, We claim A * B 
and so (x)A * B = xA, If nAZ 8, then xAR 
xAR = (x,, . . ., , x,,,}. ‘Then 
Observe if x,B = fl fcr sme i, the equality is unchanged. If x,63 +I” (3 for all x, in 
xAR, then an one hand (xAR)B ==fl awl on ahe other 
Hence, in all cases A *B = A, 
Conversely, assume there is a B such that A ~63 = A, If XA = Q), then WxAn = Q) 
and w WxAH = xA, Thus, assume x/W $4 and let z be in xA, Then t is in 
x(A * B) = (xAR)B. Therefore, there is x’ in xAR such that z is in x’B. For each 
23s 
y such that x’ is in yAR (that is y is in I,J then x93 is in yARB yA, Thus, E in 
x’f3 implies t is in yA for each y in 1: and so t is in WxAHl (in the other hand, let 
2 be in WaArt. en z is in n, yA (y in f8,) for some x1 in xAR Thus z is in yA 
for all y In IS,. t, x is in I,, 80 t in in xA, 
RopoWlon 2.4. Let A and in B%(R) far mme R, Then there is a C !n l&(R) 
B if only if for each x In X there Is a subset Kg of X satbfytng 
Rook If (6’~ A B, than xCRA = xB, Hence, let Kg = XC, Conversely, for x in X 
define XC- Ko. 
Combining Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 we have the following characterization of 
R-regular elements. 
Tbe~r@m 2.s. Let A be in l&(R) and if for all x in X we have WxAa = xA, then we 
let B be the relation such that A *B = A. A is R-regdar if and only if for ull x in X, 
’ W xl\R = xA and there is a set KS such that (K,)RA = xB. 
Thus, to determine if A is R-regular we show W,AR = xA for all 1~: in X and 
define B as in the proof of Proposition 2.3. After verifying the existence of a set 
K, for each x in X, we find an R-inverse, C, for A by XC = K, for each x in X. 
Errample 2.6. Let 
Straightiorward computations show WxAII = xc4 for all x it, X. From the proof of 
Proposition 2.3 we find x113 5 (x2} = x3&l and x313 ={xl, x2} and so 
0 1 0 
l3= ( 110. 1 0 1 0 
Row 1 of B is row 1 of WA so we let K,, = {x,} and x&s* {x1). Similarly, 
x2C= (x2, x3) and x,6== {x,). Since A - A MC* A then C is an inverse for A, 
%inec rows 2 and 3 of RA are the same, we could also have defined x& = (x2’) or 
J&J = Ixab 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be in B,(R). A is an R-Mempotent if and snly if AR is an 
I-idemgstent and for all x in the domain of AR, WxAa = xA. 
Proof. If A = ARA then AR = AWAR In Proposition 2.3 iet B = A and we 
have WxnR ==xA since A*B=A. 
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Conversely, W,,, = XA implies there is a B in B,(R) such that A *B = A. 
Then A=A*B=ARB=AR(ARB)=ARA=A*A. 
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